
The telescopic rod set is an accessory for the cordless window cleaner BRILLIANTO that facilitates the cleaning of high windows (e.g. conservatory,

shop windows). It consists of two telescopic rods (1x microfibre, 1x Brillianto), each of which can be infinitely adjusted up to approx. 120 cm. The

window cleaner is simply attached to the telescopic rod, while the battery is inserted directly at the end of the telescopic rod. On the handle of the rod

there is also a softgrip surface with on/off switch to have optimal control over the device during work. Thanks to the joint on the telescopic rod, the

angle of inclination of the window cleaner is adjusted for streak-free results.

Window Cleaner Accessory

Teleskopstangenset
BRILLIANTO

Item No.: 3437101

Ident No.: 21012

Bar Code: 4006825670905

Features & Benefits
Original Einhell window vacuum accessories-

Suitable for Einhell cordless window cleaner BRILLIANTO-

For easy cleaning of high, hard-to-reach windows-

Optimal cleaning of shop windows, conservatories, etc.-

2-piece telescopic rod set-

1x telescopic rod for cordless window cleaner-

1x telescopic rod with attachment for microfibre pad-

Telescopic rods each infinitely adjustable up to approx. 120 cm-

Adjustable angle of inclination thanks to integrated joint-

Battery slot at the end of the rod for good weight distribution-

Integrated on/off switch at the end of the rod-

Softgrip for optimum grip during use-

Delivery incl. microfibre cloth-

Technical Data
- Stepless adjustment of the window

cleaner telescopic tube up to approx.

120 m

- Stepless adjustment of the cleaning

pad telescopic tube up to approx.

120 m

Logistic Data
- Product weight (kg) 1.6

- Gross weight (kg) 1.8

- Dimensions single packaging 924 x 104 x 79 mm

- Pieces per export carton 8 Pieces

- Gross weight of export carton 14.4 kg

- Dimensions export carton 940 x 225 x 340 mm

- Containerquantity (20" /40"/ 40HC) 2880 | 5952 | 6944

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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